We determine field distributions in the pupil of a high NA lens, that give, for a given power incident on the lens, the maximum electric field amplitude in focus in a specific direction. We consider in particular the cases of maximum longitudinal and maximum transverse components. The distribution of the maximum longitudinal component in the focal plane is narrower than that of the focused Airy spot and hence can give higher resolution in imaging.
INTRODUCTION
A linear polarized plane wave that is focused by a diffraction limited lens, gives an intensity distribution in the focal plane which in the paraxial optics is called the Airy pattern. When the numerical aperture exceeds 0.6, rotation of polarization can not be neglected and vector diffraction theory must be applied. The accepted model to compute the field distribution near focus has been derived by Ignatowsky 1 and Richards and Wolf 2. The intensity distribution obtained in the focal plane with this theory when a linear polarized plane wave is focused, is called the vector Airy pattern.
Today almost any pupil distribution in the visible can be realized using spatial light modulators. Recently, spots with large longitudinal component have raised a lot of interest. These fields can be realized by focusing a radial polarized pupil field Dorn 3 , Quabis 4 , Sheppard 5 . It turns out that the distribution of the longitudinal component in the focal plane is narrower than the vector Airy spot. When a recording medium would be used that is sensitive to only the longitudinal electric field component, images with higher resolution would be obtained. Photo-resists that have this anisotropic response can be realized by embedding a photo-initiator in a self-organizing liquid crystal monomer host.
The radial polarized pupil fields that were used in previous research, yield a relatively high longitudinal component in focus, but not the largest possible. It is thus of interest to determine the amplitude distribution in the pupil for which, for given power incident on the lens pupil, the longitudinal component is maximum. More generally, we consider the problem of determining the pupil field (i.e. amplitude, phase and polarization as function of the pupil coordinates), for which for given total incident power, some component of the electric field at focus has maximum amplitude. It turns out that the optimum field distributions can be determined analytically. Apart from potential applications in biosensors, photolithography, optical disk mastering etc., these results are also of interest from the point of view of theoretical optics. . By using spherical coordinates in k-space: 
by the following equations:
where max ρ is the radius of the pupil. Let v ) be a unit vector and let the coordinate system be chosen such that the rigin coincides with the centre of the Gaussian reference sphere, i.e. with the focal point. Then the projection along v )
of the electric field vector at the focal point is:
By substitution of the first two equations of (3) 
The optimization problem
Formula (4) gives the electric field amplitude along the v )
for some given power 0 P . It turns out that the optimum pupil field corresponding to every choice of v ) can be computed analytically, i.e. we can obtain closed formulae for the optimum pupil field. After a long but elementary computation, one finds 
Results and discussion
In all examples, the numerical aperture of the lens is 0.9. When z v ) ) = , the component in focus that is maximized is the longitudinal component. It follows from (7) and (8) that the optimum electric field in the pupil then is indeed radial polarized with amplitude that increases with radius towards the rim of the aperture. The electric field in the pupil is shown at the upper left of Fig. 1 in Fig. 2 , the distribution of the squared amplitude of the optimum longitudinal component in the focal plane is compared to the intensity distribution of the Airy spot. The width of the longitudinal spot is found to be 20% less than that of the Airy spot for numerical aperture of 0.9 Note that the Airy spot is elliptically shaped.
If we choose the direction of v ) transverse to the optical axis, e.g. parallel to x )
, the transverse electric field is maximized. The corresponding optimum pupil field is shown at the lower right in Fig. 1 . It is seen that the field in the pupil is very similar to that of an x-polarized plane wave, but that it is not identical to it. Hence the Airy spot does not give the maximum transverse electric field amplitude in focus, although it almost does. The other pupil fields shown in Fig. 1 
POLARIZATION SENSITIVE PHOTORESIST
To use the smaller spot width of the longitudinal component of the electric field to gain a better resolution, it is essential that the recording medium is sensitive to only the longitudinal component. Although exactly in the focal point the longitudinal component is the only nonzero component, the transverse components are nonzero in a neighborhood of the focal point. In fact, the transverse field is rather broad and its maximum is also considerable so that the total intensity distribution in the focal plane is even wider than that of the Airy spot. Hence, an anisotropic recording medium is essential.
The recording medium that we propose is based on a self-organizing monomer system that can be converted from the soluble low molar mass resin into an insoluble cross linked polymer by light-induced reactions using a dichroic photoinitiator. This principle is schematically shown in Fig. 3 . The negative resist will have a preferential monomer orientation perpendicular to the substrate. Essential in this principle is a new photo-sensitive material that has a preferred rod-like conformation and a discrete transition moment along the long axis of the molecular. A recently developed material is shown in Fig. 4 . The same figure shows that this photo-initiator has a dichroic ratio, being the ratio of absorption for light with their electrical field vectors parallel and perpendicular respectively, of around 6. The ratio of absorption of 6, corresponds to an order parameter of the initiator of 0.6, similar to that of the nematic host. The dichroic photo-initiator adapts the orientation of its self-organizing monomer host such that its transition dipole moment will also be perpendicular to the substrate, i.e. parallel to longitudinal direction. As a result it will have low absorption for the transverse electrical field components and a high absorption for longitudinal electrical component of traversing light. Self-organizing monomers known to align themselves with a high degree of monolithic order preferably have plurality of mesophases, with a nematic phase at elevated temperatures and a smectic-B phase at moderate temperatures 6, 7, 8, 9 . Polymerization will take place in the smectic-B phase. Rather than the nematic phase ( Fig.. 4 ) the smectic-B phase is chosen, as it combines a high order parameter, and thereby a high lithographic contrast, with probably sufficient mobility for polymerization and cross-linking to occur. The dichroic ratio is then expected to be even more than 50. This has been demonstrated 6, 7, 9 for dye systems embedded in smectic-B hosts as shown in Fig. 5 . Preferably, the molecular order as imposed by the smectic-B phase is locked in a glassy state at room temperature to facilitate processing and manipulation of the layers. . Figure 5 . Enhancement of the dichroic ratio of a chromophore molecule, exemplary for the initiator system, in liquid crystal hosts with different degree of order, ranging from isotropic to nematic, to smectic A and smectic B.
